
About light 

From student decided to fnd out how the sap, went up the xylema. The 
explanations in Natural Sciences work for elevations below 10 meters, the 
millions of trees that exist in the forests of the planet reach 120 high lacked 
it. They never solved the doubt there was no need because everything works
in life.

 With time and work he forgot about the matter, there were other topics that 
needed attention. Years later, traveling by car, he had an accident and 
became unconscious. Without damage to the spine and the brain was a 
matter of time before opened his eyes and walked again what he did after 
eight days in a hospital connected to a machine. The accident had sequels 
that amnesia provoke him, and looking for his memories that concern came 
to mind and decided to investigate. 

Then he designed the Coel test. (by its acronym in Spanish Colector de 
electrones) where what happens in nature is imitated with vegetable leaves, 
discovering that the sun emits something that was always considered part of
the atom; electrons, the high temperature that maintains generates photons 
and when they go through the atmosphere they recover their identity, that is
why the light behaves as a body, wave, magnetic wave or electromagnetic 
and reflection, refraction and difaction. The photons transport it and how 
they have the same polarity repelly occurring the red running observed by 
the astronomer Edwin Hubble. That is, the universe moves away from infnity
to infnity. 

Oersted discovered that his presence alters the magnetic feld, and if the 
light is curved when he brushes a planet, it means that it is electricity.

 All bodies lose electrons that are attracted by the floor so that gravity is 
magnetic attraction and we can generate it anywhere where it is necessary. 

The stars how the sun manufactures electrons that when they reach planets 
similar to Earth can harbor life as we know it. The Creator left us to populate 
the other solar systems because we know these principles and gave us 
intelligence so that they can be applied. 

We can starting  to reach Moon in seconds and Mars in hours.

Someone began writing because the written language was invented. Man will
never be extinguished because he has a genetic code that diferentiates him 



from women. We just have to take care that always be like this and never 
disappear. Everything expressed is the result of experiments that can be 
repeated. As evidence, I leave links that we can read in any language.

  Coel test

https://youtu.be/m0FC13eLi5M

https://youtu.be/ijuA09SWaOM

http://elangeldepuno.blogspot.com/2019/11/la-luz-es-electricidad.html?m=1
https://youtu.be/ijuA09SWaOM
https://youtu.be/m0FC13eLi5M

